[Analysis of the effect on the stress of root canal wall by vertical and lateral condensation procedures].
To analyse the stress variations of root canal wall that resulted from vertical and lateral condensation. On the basis of the finite-element model of the mandibular first molar that modified by step-back technique, mesial-buccal root canal was chosen as tested root canal and simulated the procedure of vertical and lateral condensation. The maximal stress of root canal wall and its position were calculated by special software upon different loading condition. Stress of root canal wall caused by vertical condensation was higher than that by lateral condensation on the same loading condition. Maximal stress of vertical condensation was located on loading section and one of lateral condensation was located on coronal and middle 1/3 of root. The lower the position that was loaded, the higher the stress of wall of root canal. Lateral condensation will not bring on vertical root fracture directly,but over-force and improper operation are both dangerous that gives rise to vertical root fracture with whichever method.